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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract  
XML is pervasive. In a matter of years, it will fuel every application, 
device, and document found in enterprise networks. However, as XML 
proliferates, it will stress existing systems and enterprise budgets to 
their breaking points. This is because existing n-tier software 
architectures and legacy infrastructures were not designed to process 
this verbose new data type efficiently. What enterprises need is a new 
way to process XML in the network, rather than in software at the 
database, application server, or presentation tiers. Yet today’s existing 
network infrastructure is limited to switching lower layer protocols and 
is unable to detect XML - much less parse and process it. 
  
An emerging class of hardware-based XML-aware network devices 
addresses the performance, security and management issues that 
come with XML’s use in enterprise applications. These purpose-built 
network devices enable enterprises to process high volumes of XML in a 
way that offers high performance, optimal security, lowest total cost of 
ownership, and greatest centralization of XML processing capabilities. 
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XML is PervasiveXML is PervasiveXML is PervasiveXML is Pervasive    

 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is fast becoming a pervasive part of nearly all enterprise 
data communications today. It provides a standardized, versatile cross-platform way to 
describe and encode data, enabling business communications previously impossible. Since 
its first debut in 1998, XML is found in nearly all systems that store and exchange data and is 
a critical part of the way that companies transact business. XML is integral to how financial 
services industries perform real-time transactions, how life sciences companies conduct 
research, and how manufacturing companies cut costs through supply chain management. 
XML is also essential to the distribution of news, syndication of content and the 
personalization of online interactions. Soon, XML will be present in all aspects of information 
technology.  
 
One of the reasons XML is so omnipresent is that it has been so widely adopted by so many 
diverse, and often competitive, vendor and user communities. Never before have Microsoft, 
IBM, BEA, Oracle, HP, Novell, and countless others all agreed on the same representation of 
data. Older data formatting standards like EDI, SGML, ASN.1, and even HTML have not 
garnered such overwhelming and comprehensive support. However, industry consensus isn’t 
sufficient to ensure the success of XML. XML demands massive amounts of bandwidth, 
storage, and processing power to work effectively. Twenty years ago, XML would not have 
been feasible because most machines had less than 1 megabyte of memory, processing 
speeds were well under 50 megahertz, and storage capacities seldom exceeded 40 
megabytes. Computing technologies have advanced and with the advent of the Internet, we 
now have an information bus that is inexpensive and easy to connect to. This global 
communications platform and standardization using protocols such as HTTP, FTP, and SMTP 
enables data communications and business exchanges that we simply would not have been 
possible a decade or more ago. Together, these forces have set the stage for massive 
deployment of XML applications. 
 

How are Companies Using XML?How are Companies Using XML?How are Companies Using XML?How are Companies Using XML?    
 
There are many ways companies use XML to cut costs and boost revenue: 
 
Single Source and eContent Publishing 

 
Typical publishing systems are extremely rigid and don’t allow content to be repurposed 
across mediums. As a result, businesses often recreate content for multiple outputs, resulting 
in unneeded duplication, inefficiencies and lowered productivity. XML’s chief benefit is that it 
can be easily modified to meet future needs. This notion of being able to repurpose content 
into different formats, is known as Single-Source Publishing and is found in both traditional 
print as well as online Web publishing environments. Using XML, publishers can employ XSLT 
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(eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation) to render content in many varying formats 
while simultaneously streamlining the syndication of content. The approach cuts costs while 
opening new revenue channels.  
 
This paradigm has huge impact on Web publishing in particular. Web sites are typically 
encoded directly in HTML (which by necessity ties content information with presentation 
format). This makes it difficult to personalize content for visitors or support non-PC platforms 
such as wireless devices. XML provides flexibility that addresses the needs of the content and 
publishing industries, but adds additional overhead that can easily overwhelm existing legacy 
infrastructure. 
 
Data and Application Integration 
Historically, enterprises have relied on proprietary data structures that made even inter-
departmental exchange of information difficult. The typical solution has involved purchase of 
hard to manage middleware designed to link disparate systems within the enterprise 
together. Recognizing the drawback of that approach, enterprises are now implementing XML-
based architectures in order to more easily integrate their internal and external systems while 
avoiding the cost and complexity of proprietary middleware. Utilizing XML, companies can 
seamlessly connect dozens, or even hundreds, of different systems deployed on conflicting 
architectures. Although XML provides a common messaging layer for enterprise applications, 
maintaining performance and scalability with this text-based data structure is challenging – 
particularly when using general-purpose solutions. 
 
Web Services 
XML has tremendous benefits when used within the enterprise but its value increases when 
used to facilitate transactions between enterprises, as is the case with Web Services. Web 
Services provide an architecture for distributed computing that takes advantage of a 
standards-based approach to Service-Oriented Architectures. Examples of Web Services can 
be as simple as receiving a sports score on a cell phone or as complex as a supplier and 
manufacturer engaging in automated inventory replacement. 

 
Regardless of application, XML is at the very core of all Web Services. SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and 
a host of new protocols are all XML-based ways to exchange information. B2B XML-based 
formats such as ebXML, RosettaNet, OBI, Ariba and Commerce One’s marketplace formats 
(cXML and xCBL), and other industry formats are evidence of growing interest in XML Web 
services. But the underlying IP network infrastructure that will carry this new traffic type is 
incapable of providing the security or performance that new distributed applications will 
demand.  A new type of XML-Aware network infrastructure is needed to support this new era 
of distributed applications. 

 
The Growth of XMLThe Growth of XMLThe Growth of XMLThe Growth of XML    

 
As enterprises increasingly use XML to provide the above functionality, its usage and adoption 
will expand dramatically. As a result, ZapThink expects XML traffic on the corporate network 
to increase greatly over the next few years. ZapThink estimates that XML represents less than 
2% of all enterprise network traffic in 2002. However, we expect this percentage to increase 
to just under 25% of all LAN network traffic by 2006. The following chart and diagram show 
the expansion of network traffic over the next few years.  
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Figure 7.1: Growth of XML as Percentage of Network TrafficFigure 7.1: Growth of XML as Percentage of Network TrafficFigure 7.1: Growth of XML as Percentage of Network TrafficFigure 7.1: Growth of XML as Percentage of Network Traffic† 
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(†Other IP-based protocols includes instant messaging, file and print sharing protocols, IP-
based RPC protocols, P2P formats, and proprietary messaging formats). 
 

Table 7.1: Percentage utilization of Network Traffic by formatTable 7.1: Percentage utilization of Network Traffic by formatTable 7.1: Percentage utilization of Network Traffic by formatTable 7.1: Percentage utilization of Network Traffic by format    
ProtocolProtocolProtocolProtocol    2002200220022002    2003200320032003    2222004004004004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    
FTP 0.06% 0.06% 0.04% 0.03% 0.02%
HTTP 11.33% 17.06% 24.17% 31.42% 36.57%
DNS 0.08% 0.07% 0.06% 0.04% 0.03%
Mail 3.16% 3.81% 4.32% 4.49% 5.18%
XML 1.60% 3.34% 7.09% 13.83% 24.15%
Other 83.73% 75.64% 64.30% 50.17% 35.04%

 Source: Copyright © 2002 ZapThink, LLC 
 

The XML Processing ChallengeThe XML Processing ChallengeThe XML Processing ChallengeThe XML Processing Challenge    
 
As the use of XML and Web Services proliferates throughout the corporate IT environment, so 
too will the demands on enterprises to address performance, security and management of 
XML applications. These new demands will create huge expenditures of time and money 
unless corporate IT organizations take appropriate action. More critically, XML leaves 
enterprises vulnerable to massive network outages due to security compromises or scalability 
issues.  Some particulars about XML’s impact on the enterprise include:  
 

 XML is inefficientXML is inefficientXML is inefficientXML is inefficient – XML messages are verbose and consume significantly more 
bandwidth than other protocols and message formats. This is due to the fact that 
XML is a text-based, human-readable, metadata-encoded language. For example, a 
SOAP message is substantially larger than a corresponding binary-format RPC call. 

 XML transformation is processor intensiveXML transformation is processor intensiveXML transformation is processor intensiveXML transformation is processor intensive– All e-Business functions will rely on XML 
transformation for the order processing, inventory checks and the like. These XML 
formats must be converted using XSLT – a CPU intensive process performed on the 
fly. Businesses that adopt XML will see parsing and processing loads on servers 
skyrocket to 80% or more, creating huge performance and scalability bottlenecks. 

 XML is insecureXML is insecureXML is insecureXML is insecure – Due to XML’s clear text, human readable nature, it is particularly 
vulnerable to security compromises. What’s worse, basic XML and Web Services 
specifications do very little to address security. As a result, any XML message, 
including SOAP messages, must be secured using encryption, digital signatures, 
authentication mechanisms, and privacy controls. These features will further add to 
XML’s inherent overhead.  
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 Current network infrastructure cannot process XMLCurrent network infrastructure cannot process XMLCurrent network infrastructure cannot process XMLCurrent network infrastructure cannot process XML – Enterprises will be surprised to 
learn that firewalls and even so called content switches typically scan IP headers only 
and at most, switch on URL or raw byte sequences. XML Web services demand that 
infrastructure is XML-Aware and able to parse transform and process all aspects of 
XML traffic. This is a critical requirement for providing acceleration, routing and 
firewall functionality for a host of next-generation protocols including SOAP, ebXML 
and others. 

 
Traditional XML Processing OptionsTraditional XML Processing OptionsTraditional XML Processing OptionsTraditional XML Processing Options    
 

Since XML is a data-encoding standard, systems that plan to make use of the technology 
require standard functions to parse, process and transform XML. While the steps for 
processing XML are very well understood, there are many different ways and locations within 
the enterprise where systems can process XML data. This section compares the possible 
infrastructure options for XML processing and the resulting impact of those architectural 
decisions. 
 

XML Processing Technologies and RequirementsXML Processing Technologies and RequirementsXML Processing Technologies and RequirementsXML Processing Technologies and Requirements    
 
Systems usually process XML to meet one of two major end-goals: to facilitate inter-system 
communication or to produce documents meant for human consumption. Regardless of the 
application, systems that consume, process, or produce XML documents must perform the 
following steps: 
 

 ParsingParsingParsingParsing– An XML document is a tree-like structure containing data as well as 
metadata tags to structure that data. Parsing involves traversing a bytestream and 
formatting content into tree nodes or COM/EJB native objects that applications can 
interpret and manipulate. These contents are “bound” to native application objects 
such as COM or EJB components or to other in-memory structures. 

 TransformationTransformationTransformationTransformation – XML documents can be constructed with limitless flexibility. This 
flexibility means that even when two XML documents represent the same information 
they can have widely varying data structures and element names. To enable 
eBusiness and machine to machine communications, XML documents must be 
transformed from one format to another using XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language 
Transformation). The same technology can transform content to non-XML formats 
such as HTML, PDF, Word, or other text formats.  

 Security Security Security Security – As a new data-encoding standard, XML introduces new requirements for 
enterprise security that rely heavily on processor-intensive XSLT functions. For 
example, E-business demands Schema validation, selective encryption of individual 
XML elements, digital signatures for authentication and advanced XSLT-based traffic 
filtering . Systems that process and manipulate the XML documents must add all of 
these security features without performance degradation while functioning within the 
overall framework of the IP network.  

 RoutingRoutingRoutingRouting – XML documents that originate from outside the corporate network or from 
disparate parts of the organization may be destined for many different systems, 
possibly as a component of a process workflow. The systems that process these XML 
documents must be able to use XPath processing to route them to the next step in 
the workflow or send them onward to their final destination.  

 ManagementManagementManagementManagement – Systems that rely on XML documents to provide vital functionality 
must be able to manage the quality of service and audit the “paper trail” of XML 
document processing and delivery. XML by itself does not provide this functionality, 
meaning that XML-enabled systems must supply this capability instead. 

 Performance EnhancementPerformance EnhancementPerformance EnhancementPerformance Enhancement – Since XML is not a particularly efficient file format, 
compression is a requirement for performance as well as reducing bandwidth usage. 
Speedy execution of XSLT and XPath operations is also a requirement for 
sophisticated applications. 
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NNNN----Tier Architecture Explained Tier Architecture Explained Tier Architecture Explained Tier Architecture Explained     

 
Most corporate IT architectures are structured as n-tier software systems, with different 
logical tiers performing different application processing tasks. In a typical n-tier architecture, 
the logical groupings include a data tier that is responsible for data storage and retrieval, a 
business logic or application tier that contains the components of application functionality 
that service user requests, and a client or presentation tier that provides the user interface, 
presentation, and navigation systems. As enterprises adopt XML they confront the question of 
where in a traditional n-tier environment XML processing should be handled. The diagram 
below shows the various tiers and where XML processing can occur: 
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Processing XML at the Database (Data Tier)Processing XML at the Database (Data Tier)Processing XML at the Database (Data Tier)Processing XML at the Database (Data Tier)    
 

Since XML is a data-encoding standard, enterprises may consider that databases, file 
systems, directories, or other components of the data tier might be the appropriate place to 
perform all of the XML processing tasks described above. For example, many organizations 
attempt to store XML-formatted data in RDBMS systems by assigning XML document 
elements and components to various relational tables and columns.  
 
As a result RDBMS vendors such as IBM, Microsoft and Oracle have increased their support 
for this sort of bi-directional mapping. In essence, the RDBMS has been “retrofitted” to 
produce XML output and accept XML input, but without making changes to the underlying 
data storage architecture. This is typically accomplished by physically mapping an XML 
document to a given relational data structure. By “shredding” the XML document in this 
manner, each XML element is treated as a separate entity, allowing the RDBMS to retrieve 
any element requested by the application. However, the RDBMS must recreate document 
hierarchies for every request since the tree is not stored as an entity.  
 
Unfortunately, this process of storing and retrieving XML data from RDBMS or other data-tier 
sources introduces a number of inefficiencies:  
 

 The RDBMS “shreds” XML documentsThe RDBMS “shreds” XML documentsThe RDBMS “shreds” XML documentsThe RDBMS “shreds” XML documents – XML documents must go through a costly, 
time-consuming step that involves the mapping of XML document elements to 
relational fields. 

 RDBMS document retrieval requires queryingRDBMS document retrieval requires queryingRDBMS document retrieval requires queryingRDBMS document retrieval requires querying – The database must retrieve XML 
documents by means of SQL or XML-based query formats, resulting in additional 
costly processing steps. 

 The RDBMS generates outbound XMLThe RDBMS generates outbound XMLThe RDBMS generates outbound XMLThe RDBMS generates outbound XML– After querying, the RDBMS must create XML 
documents on-the-fly or retrieve them from file systems if they’ve been linked. 
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 The RDBMS transforms outbound XML documentsThe RDBMS transforms outbound XML documentsThe RDBMS transforms outbound XML documentsThe RDBMS transforms outbound XML documents – If the end XML document 
format doesn’t match the end system requirements, the RDBMS must transform it 
into a new document format. 

 
One alternative to the RDBMS approach involves the use of data integration middleware 
solutions that provide mechanisms to retrieve data in XML format regardless of their original 
source type. This middleware approach allows users to avoid having to make any 
modifications to their RDBMS systems while simultaneously allowing XML access. Another 
option for mapping between relational and XML data structures is to use vendor-provided APIs 
such as Microsoft’s ADO.NET or IBM’s Database DOM, each of which provides XML input and 
output functionality. Of course, the use of middleware only provides a thin-layer of XML 
storage and is not in itself a robust XML storage architecture. These components also vary 
tremendously in the sophistication of their user interface, ranging from simple programmatic 
APIs to rich graphical user interfaces. Finally, forcing RDBMS software to perform these 
functions introduces significant latency, as these systems were not purpose built for the task. 
 
A better solution to the above problems involves the use of Native XML Data Stores (NXDs) 
such as those offered by Software AG, Excelon, NeoCore, and others. These data stores avoid 
the shredding, mapping, and document creation steps. In effect, they handle XML data 
“natively” by accepting it regardless the structure of the document. However, while NXD 
solutions offer efficiencies for storage, they still introduce additional steps for insertion, query, 
and transformation. This makes them ideal for XML storage but not the appropriate place for 
providing the necessary XML transformation and security features.  
 

 
 
Processing XML at the Application Server (Business Logic Tier)Processing XML at the Application Server (Business Logic Tier)Processing XML at the Application Server (Business Logic Tier)Processing XML at the Application Server (Business Logic Tier)    
 

The next logical place to process XML is at the location where business logic execution 
occurs. In most Internet-based environments, this is the application server. Application 
servers execute code from different sources such as component-object code (COM, CORBA, or 
EJB components), scripts (such as Active Server Pages or Java Server Pages), and other 
server-side code (such as Servlets, Server Side JavaScript, or server-side ActiveX 
components).  
 
Application developers have a wide variety of solutions at their fingertips. Applications can be 
built in Visual Basic, Java, Fortran, Cobol, Perl, or even assembly language. However, when it 
comes to robust commercial implementations that wide vendor communities support 
(especially application server vendors), there are two major platforms: the Microsoft .NET 
Framework and the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) architecture that is used by BEA, IBM, 
Oracle and others.  
 
These runtime environments perform a number of steps to consume, process, and produce 
XML: 
 

 The application server fields inbound XML RequestsThe application server fields inbound XML RequestsThe application server fields inbound XML RequestsThe application server fields inbound XML Requests – The application server must 
understand and handle XML document types. This includes parsing and validating 
each request before it is granted further entry into the enterprise.    

 The application server Servlet, JSP, or EJB parses and binds the documentThe application server Servlet, JSP, or EJB parses and binds the documentThe application server Servlet, JSP, or EJB parses and binds the documentThe application server Servlet, JSP, or EJB parses and binds the document – These 
components use variety of APIs to parse, bind, and process the XML document as per 
application logic. 

XML processing at the data tier, no matter the approach, is far from being a latencyXML processing at the data tier, no matter the approach, is far from being a latencyXML processing at the data tier, no matter the approach, is far from being a latencyXML processing at the data tier, no matter the approach, is far from being a latency----
free process and not the appropriate place for most of the free process and not the appropriate place for most of the free process and not the appropriate place for most of the free process and not the appropriate place for most of the XML processing XML processing XML processing XML processing 
requirements required by enterprise applicationsrequirements required by enterprise applicationsrequirements required by enterprise applicationsrequirements required by enterprise applications. 
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 XML documents are dynamically generatedXML documents are dynamically generatedXML documents are dynamically generatedXML documents are dynamically generated – After a component performs business 
logic on the document, it must create the response XML documents on the fly based 
on application logic. 

 XML documents are transformedXML documents are transformedXML documents are transformedXML documents are transformed – If the end XML document format doesn’t match 
the end system requirements, the appropriate component must then use internal 
software processes to transform into a new document format. 
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While the application server is best suited for handling business logic processing tasks, the 
steps around inbound processing of XML documents, transformation, and document creation 
are obviously not high-value for an application server. There are several reasons why 
processing XML at the application tier is problematic: 
 

 Application Server Processing is CostlyApplication Server Processing is CostlyApplication Server Processing is CostlyApplication Server Processing is Costly – Most application server software licenses 
cost upwards of $400,000 and are deployed on high-end Sun or IBM hardware. 
Performing XML processing on this general-purpose hardware and software is a poor 
IT investment decision. 

 Limits Business logic processing Limits Business logic processing Limits Business logic processing Limits Business logic processing – Because this software and hardware was not 
originally purpose-built to process XML, these new processor-intensive tasks can 
steal as much as 80% of the application’s processing cycles. This pulls applications 
away from their core competency of executing business logic requests. 

 Deriving efficiency is difficultDeriving efficiency is difficultDeriving efficiency is difficultDeriving efficiency is difficult - Not only is the application tier one of the most 
expensive locations for XML processing, it is nearly impossible to provide this 
processing efficiently. This is because the presence of multiple “stove-piped” 
applications (all with individual, yet common XML processing needs) creates an 
environment with redundant XML engines for each application. When coupled with 
the processing-intensive nature of XML, enterprises end up with massive and costly 
over-provisioning of application servers in order to address the common and basic 
need of XML processing. 

 Introduces Design RestraintsIntroduces Design RestraintsIntroduces Design RestraintsIntroduces Design Restraints– In order to compensate for limited processing cycles 
on the application server, developers unnecessarily “dumb down” applications in 
order to limit their impact on server resources.  

 Development costs skyrocketDevelopment costs skyrocketDevelopment costs skyrocketDevelopment costs skyrocket – Enterprise developers spend extra hours debugging 
XML applications to operate across disparate XML engines found in each enterprise 
application server. 
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 Difficult to ConfigureDifficult to ConfigureDifficult to ConfigureDifficult to Configure – Because application software is not purpose-built for XML 
processing, it is often difficult to configure software to perform advanced 
transformations needed for security and message brokering functions. 

 

 
 

 
Processing XML at the Presentation TierProcessing XML at the Presentation TierProcessing XML at the Presentation TierProcessing XML at the Presentation Tier    
 

The presentation tier is responsible for formatting the presentation of data for a particular 
user or in the case of Web services, another application. For client facing functions, the 
presentation tier provides user interface, navigation, and interactivity capabilities to the user. 
For XML Web services, the presentation tier can provide basic formatting and filtering of data.  
This functionality is typically provided by Web servers, content delivery networks or in some 
instances by the client itself. On this front, there are a variety of tools and methods for 
rendering XML: 
 

 Web serversWeb serversWeb serversWeb servers – Select Web servers can be outfitted with XML and XSLT functionality 
but typically must be deployed in “farms” to achieve limited scalability. 

 Web browsers with XML supportWeb browsers with XML supportWeb browsers with XML supportWeb browsers with XML support – The latest versions of Internet Explorer and 
Netscape Navigator support the ability to accept and process XML documents, to a 
limited extent. 

 ClientClientClientClient----side plugside plugside plugside plug----ins and support toolsins and support toolsins and support toolsins and support tools – Other client side applications or browsers can 
support XML through bolt-on browser plug-ins or third party tools that allow for the 
processing of certain types of XML documents  

 Java appJava appJava appJava applets / applicationslets / applicationslets / applicationslets / applications – Applications that have been coded using Java or other 
“thick-client” technologies can consume XML directly and perform processing at the 
client-side. 

 Rich clientsRich clientsRich clientsRich clients – Vendors such as Microsoft, Lotus, and others are looking to add XML 
capabilities to their applications in order to provide rich user experiences.  

 
Presentation-layer XML processing can be used to facilitate many different applications but 
the typical implementations revolve around rendering content for varying users and device 
types such as desktop PCs, cell phones, PDAs, and other Internet-enabled devices. 
Regardless of whether XML processing occurs at the Web server prior to delivery or on the 
client itself, the necessary steps are all the same: translate a standardized XML message into 
the format appropriate for a user interface, format the information and display it in the end 
device, upload the user’s changes as a new XML document, and transform this updated 
document for processing by the server.  

 
There are a number of significant problems performing XML processing at the presentation 
layer: 
 

 XML verbosity swamps Web serversXML verbosity swamps Web serversXML verbosity swamps Web serversXML verbosity swamps Web servers –Enterprises overprovision Web servers to 
weather periods of peak demand for delivery of basic static HTML. Processing XML in 
software exacerbates this situation exponentially - producing a situation in which 
endless capacity planning is needed to “guess-timate” how many Web servers will be 
needed for a given application. The more users or transactions an application gets, 
the more hardware and reconfiguration is required. 

Processing XML in the application tier results in massive duplication of resources that Processing XML in the application tier results in massive duplication of resources that Processing XML in the application tier results in massive duplication of resources that Processing XML in the application tier results in massive duplication of resources that 
introduces unneeded cost and complexity. Moreover, computing cycles within the introduces unneeded cost and complexity. Moreover, computing cycles within the introduces unneeded cost and complexity. Moreover, computing cycles within the introduces unneeded cost and complexity. Moreover, computing cycles within the 
application tier are expensive and should be dedicated to higher lapplication tier are expensive and should be dedicated to higher lapplication tier are expensive and should be dedicated to higher lapplication tier are expensive and should be dedicated to higher level business logic. evel business logic. evel business logic. evel business logic. 
Finally, achieving network level performance in software systems is a constant challenge.Finally, achieving network level performance in software systems is a constant challenge.Finally, achieving network level performance in software systems is a constant challenge.Finally, achieving network level performance in software systems is a constant challenge.
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 No embedded security functionsNo embedded security functionsNo embedded security functionsNo embedded security functions – Neither Web server side nor client-side XML 
implementations offer the robust security required by enterprises. This is because 
validation and encryption requirements don’t belong on the client side and the 
additional processing overwhelms software-based Web servers. 

 
 Difficult to install & limited feature setDifficult to install & limited feature setDifficult to install & limited feature setDifficult to install & limited feature set - Configuring advanced XML features on 

general-purpose software is often an exercise in frustration. Enterprises requiring 
features such as chained or pipelined XML processing learn that configuring those 
features across a farm of servers comes with excessive cost and complexity. 

 Limits with XML document size and volumeLimits with XML document size and volumeLimits with XML document size and volumeLimits with XML document size and volume – Since client side devices are often 
limited in memory and processing power, they are unable to handle large or complex 
XML documents. While this is definitely the case with wireless devices, complex docs 
can easily overwhelm desktop systems as well. As a result, client side processing is 
best suited to small, discrete, or common XML document types. 

 Browser incompatibilityBrowser incompatibilityBrowser incompatibilityBrowser incompatibility – Client-side XML processing requires the appropriate XML 
processing technology embedded in each client. Most browsers are incapable of 
processing XML, and recent XML-enhanced browsers themselves offer limited XML 
processing capabilities and conformance is quite poor.  

 Lack of control of XML processingLack of control of XML processingLack of control of XML processingLack of control of XML processing – In a client-side processing scenario, the server-
side application has little if any control of how the XML is processed and how to 
handle problems, orchestrated workflows, or other such scenarios.  

 ClientClientClientClient----side performance is inefficientside performance is inefficientside performance is inefficientside performance is inefficient – As briefly touched upon above, client-side 
processing can be substantially slower and less efficient than when server-side 
processing formats data prior to delivery. 

 Loss of ContLoss of ContLoss of ContLoss of Content Controlent Controlent Controlent Control – Delivery of native XML makes it very simple for recipients 
to repurpose that content for other applications. In industries where information is a 
core asset, this disintermediates the content owner and disrupts business models. 

 
 

Performing XML processing at the presentation layer seems logical but the limited Performing XML processing at the presentation layer seems logical but the limited Performing XML processing at the presentation layer seems logical but the limited Performing XML processing at the presentation layer seems logical but the limited 
processing power available at the Web serveprocessing power available at the Web serveprocessing power available at the Web serveprocessing power available at the Web server or client introduces problems with r or client introduces problems with r or client introduces problems with r or client introduces problems with 
performance, scalability, and security. As a result, XML processing at the data tier, no performance, scalability, and security. As a result, XML processing at the data tier, no performance, scalability, and security. As a result, XML processing at the data tier, no performance, scalability, and security. As a result, XML processing at the data tier, no 
matter the approach, is far from being a latencymatter the approach, is far from being a latencymatter the approach, is far from being a latencymatter the approach, is far from being a latency----free process and not the appropriate free process and not the appropriate free process and not the appropriate free process and not the appropriate 
place for most of the aforementioned XML proplace for most of the aforementioned XML proplace for most of the aforementioned XML proplace for most of the aforementioned XML processing requirementscessing requirementscessing requirementscessing requirements. 
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Evolution Past NEvolution Past NEvolution Past NEvolution Past N----Tier Software: The Advent of the XMLTier Software: The Advent of the XMLTier Software: The Advent of the XMLTier Software: The Advent of the XML----Aware Network Aware Network Aware Network Aware Network     
 

Rather than trying to process XML with a standard n-tier software approach, enterprises 
should examine the advantages of leveraging a uniform hardware-based XML processing 
platform that can be leveraged simultaneously by multiple applications. In this way it makes 
more sense to think of XML as function of the network rather than the application. With this 
point of view, there are distinct advantages to processing XML on specialized devices rather 
than in the software found in the data, application, or presentation tiers. These include 
enhanced performance, scalability and security. In addition, when compared to software 
approaches, management of network devices delivers improved return on investment and 
reduced total cost of ownership. 
 
As shown below, network protocols and traffic are commonly understood in the context of the 
OSI Networking Model: 
 

    
 
At the lower levels of the stack exist a wide variety of hardware products that have evolved to 
transport network traffic more efficiently than software solutions. These include routers, 
switches, gateways, bridges, hubs, and firewalls of all types and sorts. However, all of the core 
protocols for Internet applications, including HTTP, SMTP,FTP, and telnet, operate in the 
application layer. At what layer of the stack, therefore, do the emerging XML and Web 
Services protocols such as SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI operate? This question is difficult to 
answer since these specifications are primarily content-oriented, rather than protocol-
oriented. While a case can be made that XML or SOAP is a message format, the OSI model is 
inadequate to describe the convergent nature of most XML formats. While the OSI model may 
still be a mechanism to assist in the understanding of traditional networking products, new 
XML-Aware networking products transcend the limited OSI model and focus not on the 
message packet or envelope, but rather on the content of the message itself. XML brings 
convergence between hardware and software layers and consequently, XML-Aware network 
devices are the first function at multiple layers of the OSI stack. The figure below shows how 
different kinds of network devices are capable of handling XML messages, based on their 
capacity to “understand” different levels of network traffic. 
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In order to process any volume of XML content on the network, hardware devices must able to 
understand not only network protocols, but also the XML-based payload within these 
protocols. ZapThink believes that XML-Aware network devices meet that need and will 
correspondingly become a critical piece of the XML Web Services equation.  
 
Rather than having to rely on individual end points to efficiently process XML, supply security 
functions, and provide intensive business process and workflow processing, XML-Aware 
Network Devices will fill these roles. It will become easier to simply install hardware to solve 
these problems than it will be to recode end applications.  
 

 
 
The XML ProxyThe XML ProxyThe XML ProxyThe XML Proxy    

 
ZapThink describes the evolving class of XML-aware hardware as the XML Proxy. XML Proxies 
are hardware devices that monitor network traffic for XML content and perform some activity 
on that traffic as dictated by business rules. While not a perfect term, we can define XML 
Proxy as follows: 
 

XML Proxy:XML Proxy:XML Proxy:XML Proxy: Hardware devices that actively listen for XML traffic on the network and either 
pass it along unmodified or perform some action on the XML content. XML Proxies can 
operate transparently as XML “gateways” or as auxiliary applications on the network. 
 

There are three compelling reasons why XML processing solutions will be hardware There are three compelling reasons why XML processing solutions will be hardware There are three compelling reasons why XML processing solutions will be hardware There are three compelling reasons why XML processing solutions will be hardware 
based. When processing power and performance is needed, purposebased. When processing power and performance is needed, purposebased. When processing power and performance is needed, purposebased. When processing power and performance is needed, purpose----built devices built devices built devices built devices 
deliver unmatched performance, especially for parsing, transformation, and security deliver unmatched performance, especially for parsing, transformation, and security deliver unmatched performance, especially for parsing, transformation, and security deliver unmatched performance, especially for parsing, transformation, and security 
operations. Secondly, essential network security functions must by definition occur in aoperations. Secondly, essential network security functions must by definition occur in aoperations. Secondly, essential network security functions must by definition occur in aoperations. Secondly, essential network security functions must by definition occur in a
hardwarehardwarehardwarehardware----based perimeter versus by software that is deeper within thbased perimeter versus by software that is deeper within thbased perimeter versus by software that is deeper within thbased perimeter versus by software that is deeper within the enterprise. e enterprise. e enterprise. e enterprise. 
Rather than having to leave control of crucial network security to individual applicationRather than having to leave control of crucial network security to individual applicationRather than having to leave control of crucial network security to individual applicationRather than having to leave control of crucial network security to individual application
developers, IT administrators can centralize and enforce datadevelopers, IT administrators can centralize and enforce datadevelopers, IT administrators can centralize and enforce datadevelopers, IT administrators can centralize and enforce data----level, XMLlevel, XMLlevel, XMLlevel, XML----Aware securityAware securityAware securityAware security
through a hardware appliance. Finally, this controlled deploymenthrough a hardware appliance. Finally, this controlled deploymenthrough a hardware appliance. Finally, this controlled deploymenthrough a hardware appliance. Finally, this controlled deployment and management t and management t and management t and management 
model is far easier and less costly for IT administrators to manage and maintain than model is far easier and less costly for IT administrators to manage and maintain than model is far easier and less costly for IT administrators to manage and maintain than model is far easier and less costly for IT administrators to manage and maintain than 
any softwareany softwareany softwareany software----based model.based model.based model.based model. 

IP AddressIP AddressIP AddressIP Address    
InformationInformationInformationInformation    

 

<?xml version=“1.0” encoding =“UTF-8”?> 
<Catalog> 
 <book> 
    <Title>XML Proxies</Title> 
    <Author>Ron Schmelzer</Author> 
    <Price>$199.99</Price> 
</Book> 

IP Packet payload 
containing XML 

1400 bytes 

LLLLayer 4 ayer 4 ayer 4 ayer 4 
InformationInformationInformationInformation    

 

Content switches; 
deep packet 
inspection 

Routers, 
Firewalls, etc. 

Only XMLOnly XMLOnly XMLOnly XML----Aware network devices parse, Aware network devices parse, Aware network devices parse, Aware network devices parse, 
process and transform XML process and transform XML process and transform XML process and transform XML     

IP 
Header 

64 Bytes 

Cookie, URL and other 
layer “7” information

100 Bytes 
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XML Proxies are capable of examining traffic at the content level, and can optionally handle 
other document types such as HTML or EDI content. They must be XML-aware, but are not 
necessarily specific to any one XML vocabulary. We distinguish XML Proxies from other types 
of network intermediaries in that they are XML-aware, while others are only TCP/IP aware or 
HTTP aware. However, other than the fact that XML Proxies facilitate (intermediate) XML 
communications and are capable of processing XML documents, the role that XML Proxies fill 
varies based on the activity they perform on the XML content.  
 
The set of functionality that XML Proxies will provide will increasingly converge on a set of 
value-added tasks that intermediaries can perform on inbound XML documents prior to being 
forwarded to end point destinations. While XML Proxies can also pass through XML 
documents without modification, their real value will be seen as adding one or more of the 
following pieces of functionality: 
 

 Performance Enhancement 
 Security 
 Message Routing 
 Message Transformation 
 Monitoring and Management. 

 
XML transformation is a key foundation technology and absolute requirement for XML Proxies. 
Transformation using XSL enables the conversion an XML message to other formats such as 
alternate XML representations (from one vocabulary to another), EDI, or even proprietary text 
formats. It can also be applied to other functions such as schema validation, filtering, and 
message routing since the XML Proxy serves as an XML-aware intermediary, the IT manager 
can configure the Proxy with business rules that not only determine the final destination 
routing, but also the format that the destination accepts. The XML Proxy can then transform 
the original document into its final format, using XSL, and then transport it to its final 
destination using the protocol as defined by the business rules. XML Proxies can also traverse 
protocol boundaries—accepting XML requests in one protocol format (say, HTTP) and 
regenerating it in another (SMTP and FTP). For example, an XML Proxy can deliver an inbound 
SOAP packet delivered over HTTP to an endpoint using EDI over FTP. 
  

 
Hardware XML Proxy Network DHardware XML Proxy Network DHardware XML Proxy Network DHardware XML Proxy Network Devicesevicesevicesevices    

 
There exists a rapidly growing segment of vendors who are applying dedicated hardware 
technology to create XML Proxy devices. These specialized hardware devices can fit within 
traditional IT enterprise data centers where they can be managed more easily and at lower 
costs than general-purpose software. There are a number of scenarios where XML Network 
Devices demonstrate their value: 
 

 PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance – XML network devices make use of specialized hardware to provide 
unmatched performance when compared to pure software solutions. Users should 
expect 10x or better enhancements for encryption, parsing, and transformation 
operations.  

 SecuritySecuritySecuritySecurity- XML proxies harness their performance advantage to deliver processor-
intensive schema validation, filtering and XML firewall functionality. In addition, 

Transformation is required functionality for XML Proxies but it is a resource intensive Transformation is required functionality for XML Proxies but it is a resource intensive Transformation is required functionality for XML Proxies but it is a resource intensive Transformation is required functionality for XML Proxies but it is a resource intensive 
and technically complex activity that easily overwhelms softwareand technically complex activity that easily overwhelms softwareand technically complex activity that easily overwhelms softwareand technically complex activity that easily overwhelms software----based processors. based processors. based processors. based processors. 
Hence the need for specialized networkHence the need for specialized networkHence the need for specialized networkHence the need for specialized network devices that provide the performance and  devices that provide the performance and  devices that provide the performance and  devices that provide the performance and 
security levels that are unattainable in general purpose solutions. security levels that are unattainable in general purpose solutions. security levels that are unattainable in general purpose solutions. security levels that are unattainable in general purpose solutions.     
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because they are network devices, XML Proxies are ideal for creating a secure 
perimeter that other solutions such as application or Web servers cannot. 

 ScalabilityScalabilityScalabilityScalability – With performance superior to software solutions, XML Proxies provide 
the processing power of several servers, saving enterprises from endless cycles of 
capacity planning. 

 Return On InvestmentReturn On InvestmentReturn On InvestmentReturn On Investment – Processing XML in expensive application servers or hard to 
manage Web servers costs enterprises time and money. XML Proxies create a 
uniform processing platform that provides processing at a lower cost per bit than 
possible with software solutions. 

 Business Logic EfficiencyBusiness Logic EfficiencyBusiness Logic EfficiencyBusiness Logic Efficiency – XML Proxies offload application servers and return 
processing cycles to high value business logic functions. 

 Enhanced Application FunctionalityEnhanced Application FunctionalityEnhanced Application FunctionalityEnhanced Application Functionality – The additional performance delivered by XML 
Proxies gives developers additional design headroom to deliver applications that 
differentiate enterprises and drive revenue. 

 Ease of UseEase of UseEase of UseEase of Use – IT personnel can preconfigure Network Appliance solutions so that 
they are ready to install by simply plugging the equipment into the appropriate rack. 
As a result, IT shops can control their installation process, ensuring they have 
properly configured certain security, routing, transformation, and management 
features prior to installation.  

 Uniform Management ModelUniform Management ModelUniform Management ModelUniform Management Model – IT personnel can install Network Appliances in a 
central network operations environment, allowing developers to pass off device 
administration and maintenance responsibilities to IT administrators. In addition, 
administrators can manage Network Appliances as they manage other devices on the 
network rack, with technologies such as SNMP, and provide backup, power, cooling, 
and appropriate equipment facilities. 

    
 
HistHistHistHistorical Precedent for the Movement to Hardware Solutionsorical Precedent for the Movement to Hardware Solutionsorical Precedent for the Movement to Hardware Solutionsorical Precedent for the Movement to Hardware Solutions    
 

The movement to dedicated hardware devices is far from unique to XML-aware network 
devices. In fact, there are plenty of historical precedents in the history of networking. In 
particular, routers, firewalls, VPNs, load balancers, and even SSL devices are evidence of the 
steady migration of purpose-built network applications from software to hardware. For 
example, software Unix BSD routers gave way to dedicated hardware routers just as Web 
Server functionality has given way to hardware proxy caches, load balancers, SSL 
accelerators, and content delivery networks.  

 
 

History has shown that there are four primary drivers to the movement to dedicated hardware 
devices: 
 

 PricePricePricePrice – As XML processing becomes an enterprise requirement, hardware devices can 
consistently deliver superior price/performance value over software solutions. This is 
because hardware devices can use specialized components and chipsets customized for 
particular applications whereas software solutions utilize the general-purpose hardware 
present in servers.  

 PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance – Utilizing specialized hardware, purpose-built devices offer performance 
that far exceeds those of software solutions. Software implementations require tuning 
and optimization whereas network devices are designed for “drop and insert” 
applications. 

 Cost of OwnershipCost of OwnershipCost of OwnershipCost of Ownership – Hardware appliances are built so that IT administrators can “set and 
forget” them. Rather than requiring high level of maintenance as many server-based 
applications do, purpose-built network appliances have simplified maintenance, 
administration, and installation interfaces, reducing the overall cost of ownership and 
maintenance load. 

 SecuritySecuritySecuritySecurity – Where software is frequently released to the public at large, hardware devices 
are designed to function as closed environments that provide superior levels of security.  
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Business Drivers for XML Proxy SolutionsBusiness Drivers for XML Proxy SolutionsBusiness Drivers for XML Proxy SolutionsBusiness Drivers for XML Proxy Solutions    
 

There are a number of business drivers that are spurring the adoption of XML Proxy solutions. 
As discussed in detail below, these drivers include: 
 

 The need to manage increased volume of XML network traffic 
 The desire to establish a consistent XML usage policy and processing platform across 

the enterprise 
 The desire to simplify external (B2B) integration 
 The wish to increase the value of the XML and Web Services on the network. 

 
Managing increased volume of XML traffic on the network 
One of the major drivers for the adoption of XML-Aware network devices is that as XML traffic 
increases on the network, the increased traffic load and computational overhead can bring a 
network to its knees.  XML-Aware network devices not only offload processing from the 
expensive application tier, they can also compress XML and correspondingly cut monthly 
bandwidth costs. 

 
Secondly, XML messaging will experience tremendous scalability issues if all communication 
happens on a point-to-point basis. Centralizing messaging functions in an XML Proxy greatly 
improves performance and scalability. Highly scalable distributed systems that are 
predominantly message-based require flexible buffering of messages and routing. These are 
based not only on message parameters such as origin, destination, and priority but also on 
the state of the system measured by parameters such as network availability and the load of 
individual nodes. In this model, it is the role of transparent intermediaries to handle the 
messaging and operation workload.  
 
Enforcing corporate XML policies and normalizing XML implementations 
XML Proxies allow users to implement XML and Web Services solutions without having to 
frequently modify those applications to comply with various corporate XML policies. These 
policies may affect the security, management, performance, and vocabulary features of the 
XML documents. For example, an enterprise may stipulate that all XML messages bound for 
outside the network must be compressed, digitally signed, and compliant with ebXML 
specifications. Rather than recoding all XML and Web Services applications to be compliant 
with this policy, the XML Proxy can apply security, performance enhancement, and 
transformation rules to all outbound-only traffic, while leaving all behind-the-firewall traffic 
alone in its original format. In this way, XML Proxies can not only help applications comply with 
corporate XML policies, but can also bring different XML and Web Services implementations 
into conformance with a single XML methodology.  
    
Simplifying external XML integration 
By definition, XML Proxies must support XSLT to simplify the process of integrating with 
external partners. Using transformation capabilities, XML Proxies can normalize a company’s 
XML “footprint” to the outside world, they can be used very effectively to help reduce the 
amount of time that it takes to set up connections with new business partners. In effect, XML 
Proxies act as B2B integration applications, without the complex business process 
management and semantic integration capabilities. Since XML Proxies can accept XML traffic 
from multiple SOI solutions and XML-producing applications, they can serve as aggregation 
points for XML traffic to simplify external XML integration and cut costs dramatically. 
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Providing Value-Added Services for XML 
A major driver for adoption of XML Proxies is the need to gain more value out of the XML 
documents and traffic on the network. As XML becomes an increasingly important part of the 
corporate IT fabric, IT administrators, managers, and CIOs will want to wring more value out of 
their XML traffic. For example, they may want more in-depth reporting and auditing of XML 
traffic, message-tracing facilities, billing and metering functions, and all sorts of value-added 
XML features that are currently in the imaginations of vendors and end users. XML Proxies 
can provide the “tap point” into the XML traffic stream where they can add these functions. 
Without such an XML-aware intermediary, adding these new features becomes an expensive 
and custom-coded endeavor. 

 
Comparison of the Different XML Processing ApproachesComparison of the Different XML Processing ApproachesComparison of the Different XML Processing ApproachesComparison of the Different XML Processing Approaches    
        

Processing Processing Processing Processing 
ApproachApproachApproachApproach    

ProsProsProsPros    ConsConsConsCons    

Data Tier  RDBMS systems are ubiquitous  
 Offer good performance for data 

storage and retrieval 

 Poor performance for XML 
processing 

 Aren’t natively XML aware 
 Relies on data “shredding” 

instead of transformation 
 Not the proper location for 

security functions or routing 
Application Tier  Well deployed in enterprise 

infrastructures 
 Latest XML and Web Services 

functionality 

 Poor performance at high 
loads. 

 Processing cycles are 
expensive 

 Steals processing from 
valuable business logic tier 

 Can’t handle enterprise-
wide XML processing tasks 

 Requires complex 
configuration 

Presentation 
Tier 

 Highly distributed 
 Offers great amount of user 

interactivity 

 Poor Performance with 
significant document sizes. 

 Client compatibility issues 
 Not ideal for complex 

processing tasks 
 Difficult capacity planning 
 Client-side tools are very 

immature and lightweight 
 No control of the XML 

processing environment or 
private source documents 

XML-aware 
Network Device 

 Unmatched performance 
 Easily implemented 
 Best location for security 

functions 
 Scalability to handle growth in 

application usage 
 Easy to implement central XML 

policies 
 Controlled XML processing 

environment 
 

 Devices have yet to be 
proven in the market 

 Not cost-effective for small 
XML traffic volume. 

 Lacks broad development 
tools support  
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ConclusiConclusiConclusiConclusionononon    
 

An emerging class of hardware-based XML-aware network devices addresses the 
performance, security and management issues that come with XML’s use in enterprise 
applications. These purpose-built network devices enable enterprises to process high 
volumes of XML in a way that offers high performance, optimal security, lowest total cost of 
ownership, and greatest centralization of XML processing capabilities

XML is pervasive. In a matter of years, it will fuel every application, device, and document 
found in enterprise networks. However, as XML proliferates, it will stress existing systems and 
enterprise budgets to their breaking points. This is because existing n-tier software 
architectures and legacy infrastructures were not designed to process this verbose new data 
type efficiently. What enterprises need is a new way to process XML in the network, rather 
than in software at the database, application server, or presentation tiers. Yet today’s existing 
network infrastructure is limited to switching lower layer protocols and is unable to detect 
XML - much less parse and process it.  
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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